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Higher order assembly: folding the chromosome
Sven A Sewitz1, Zahra Fahmi1 and Karen Lipkow1,2
The linear molecules of DNA that constitute a eukaryotic
genome have to be carefully organised within the nucleus to
be able to correctly direct gene expression. Microscopy and
chromosome capture methods have revealed a hierarchical
organisation into territories, domains and subdomains that
ensure the accessibility of expressed genes and eventually
chromatin loops that serve to bring gene enhancers into
proximity of their target promoters. A rapidly growing number
of genome-wide datasets and their analyses have given
detailed information into the conformation of the entire
genome, allowing evolutionary insights, observations of
genome rearrangements during development and the
identification of new gene-to-disease associations. The field is
now progressing into using computational models of genome
dynamics to investigate the mechanisms that shape genome
structure, placing increasing importance on the role of
chromatin associated proteins for this process.

(see Ref. [4] for a technical review of the experimental
approaches and data analysis methods). The dynamics of
the genome are also being investigated at ever increasing
resolution [5]. While significant amounts of data have
been collected describing the details of genome organisation, the mechanisms that shape it are only starting to
emerge.
Domain structure of genomes

Introduction

In the cells of higher eukaryotes, the largest structural
units are chromosome territories [6]: Every interphase
chromosome has its preferred location, and preferred
neighbouring chromosomes, within the nucleus. Localised experimental proof came first from Fluorescence
In-situ Hybridisation (FISH) work on human lymphocyte
nuclei, which showed consistent locations of the short
arms of chromosome 18 and 19 [7]. Each chromosome
territory is separated by an interchromatin compartment
(IC), a small uninterrupted space between chromosomes.
While territories can be visualised, their boundaries are
not rigid but changeable [8]. Contacts between chromosomes, or trans interactions, occur frequently and in
certain cases coincide very well with frequencies of
chromosomal translocations, linking physical contacts
to observations of cytogenetic abnormalities [9]. The
existence of chromosome territories on a genome-wide
scale was shown comprehensively in 2009 using Hi-C
[10]. This study furthermore demonstrated the spatial
segregation of open, active regions from closed, inactive
genomic regions: Alternating blocks of 5 Mb come
together in preferentially interacting compartments:
the active A compartment and the inactive B compartment. The peripheries of territories are mostly in the
A compartment [11], remain structured, and are defined
by higher numbers of trans-chromosomal contacts [12].
At a smaller scale, topologically associated domains
(TADs) are stretches of 500 kb, which have very strong
internal interactions and are insulated from other TADs
[13].

The linear DNA molecule of eukaryotic genomes has to
be compacted into the nucleus by a factor of over several
hundred thousand (>300 000 fold for humans), even
during interphase. This is an astonishing level of compaction. At the same time, the genome remains highly
organised on several scales. It is now clear that this
organisation is both non-random and vital. Even subtle
mistakes in arrangement can lead to severe developmental defects [1] or disease [2,3]. This organisation, which
consists of several hierarchies, has been studied intensively by microscopy, and increasingly by conformation
capture methods and computational methods (Figure 1)

The overall structure of the mammalian interphase
genome is believed to be a fractal globule [14]: A chain
of small globules (TADs), which organises into larger
globules (regions of A/B compartments) and into territories. First derived from theoretical polymer physics [15],
evidence for the fractal organisation now comes from
analysis of Hi-C data [10], modelling [16,17]), and
microscopy [6]. It ensures that the genome can be
replicated without entanglement [17], and that each
region can easily unfold and become accessible [16].
The differences in accessibility have been observed
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Figure 1
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The dynamics of the genome and methods of analysis.
Four main aspects of studying genome organisation are shown in the outer circle, together with select experimental techniques. To arrive at an
understanding about genome conformation and dynamics, bioinformatics and other data analysis methods and increasingly computational
modelling are necessary (two innermost circles). These two areas are in contact with all experimental methods. The centre shows a time series of
the movement of two simulated budding yeast chromosomes within a whole-genome simulation (as in Ref. [38]). Each chromosome is tethered via
the centromere (red) to the spindle pole body (not shown). The chromosome arms are colored separately, light blue (Chr IV L), dark blue (Chr IV
R), yellow (Chr VIII L), and orange (Chr VIII R). The images are produced from 10 consecutive time points, with 100 simulation time steps in
between any two figures and demonstrate the dynamics of chromosome conformations over a short period of time.

using superresolution microscopy (SRM), and this has
also shown that parts of the genome which corresponding
to different epigenetic domains are characterised by
their own scaling exponent describing the packaging
density of chromatin [5].
www.sciencedirect.com

Over the course of evolutionary time, the overall domain
structure in mammals is highly conserved, while the
structure within domains is more dynamic and can be
modulated as a result of local sequence evolution [18].
Also, gene paralogs are often found within the same TAD
Current Opinion in Structural Biology 2017, 42:162–168
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[19], indicating that they share common regulatory mechanisms. Over the course of cellular development, it has
now been shown that genome organisation undergoes
stepwise changes in line with changes in chromatin
modifications and gene expression [20]. An interesting
observation is that the spatial separation of euchromatin
and heterochromatin correlates with the differential
distribution of SINE and LINE retrotransposons [21].
The mechanisms guiding this separation are still
unknown.

Specific determinants of genome organisation
While chromatin is always bound by a large number of
proteins at any given moment, only a select few have
been identified as being the major architectural components that determine genome organisation. At early time
points during development in embryonic stem cells, the
Yamanaka factor Klf4 has been shown to recruit cohesin
and the mediator complex and thereby establishing TAD
boundaries [22,23]. Additionally, the proteins of the Polycomb repressive complex (PRC) are essential in establishing long range interactions in early genome organisation
[24–26]. The best characterised proteins involved in
organising chromatin are the CCCTC-binding factor
(CTCF), and the cohesin complex. CTCF has been
characterised as an insulator protein, originally identified
as having a repressive effect on the c-myc oncogene [27]. It
has extensive DNA binding capability via its 11 zinc
finger domains, and recognises a directional consensus
sequence that has a high occurrence in mammalian cells,
with over 13 000 binding sites in the human genome [28].
It functions to stabilise DNA loops jointly with cohesin,
thus enabling long-range DNA–DNA interactions and
creating not only large chromatin domains such as TADs,
but also domains within these domains [29–32]. As
another example, the Hox gene cluster can be observed
to become sequentially more accessible during development, with the opening of the domain structure coinciding with enhanced gene expression [33]. The CTCF
protein is bound to several sites adjacent to the Hox gene
cluster [34] and is an important determinant of gene
silencing [35]. An open question in this context is how
the specificity of these unique interactions is achieved,
given that neither cohesin nor CTCF are able to accurately distinguish between the high number of available
binding sites. This would assume a significant level of
pre-organisation, for example mediated by transcription
[36,37] and other mechanisms [38]. A newly proposed
mechanism is the ‘loop extrusion model’, in which an as
yet unidentified motor protein extrudes loops of DNA
until it encounters two convergently oriented CTCF
binding sites [39,40,41].
The functions of gene-looping
Long range interactions between promoters and regulatory elements [26] are key to understanding the functions
Current Opinion in Structural Biology 2017, 42:162–168

of gene looping. Several studies have now presented data
showing that looping is associated with enhancer contacts. In both mouse and human lymphoblastoid cells,
promoter interacting fragments show an enrichment of
enhancer annotations [42]. Also, cell-type-specific loops
were seen to coincide with cell-type-specific gene
expression. While earlier studies using standard Hi-C
suffered from high background interactions that masked
many promoter-enhancer loops, enhanced chromosome
capture methods, such as promoter-capture Hi-C [43]
have shown that chromosome contacts between promoters and promoter interacting regions (PIRs) are significantly enriched for enhancer sequences. This is evident
from the chromatin signature of the captured PIRs: they
show enrichments for H3K4me1 and H3K27ac, classical
marks that characterise enhancer regions [44]. In a study
covering 17 human blood cell types, the captured interactions cluster according to cell type and offer an overall
match between cell-type-specific interactions and celltype-specific gene expression [20]. Across all genes,
the number of active enhancers that interact with a given
promoter also shows a positive correlation with the level
of gene expression. Using eQTL data, more than
1000 sequence variants in two cell types showed physical
interactions with their target genes, highlighting the
regulatory role for the detected PIRs. Extending this
analysis to disease variants through Genome Wide Association Studies (GWAS), in many of which the target
gene has not been identified so far, capture Hi-C had the
power to newly assign more than 1800 genes to existing
disease pathways [20]. This is an indication of the
significant wealth of information still to be uncovered
by investigating genome organisation.

Interaction with the nuclear lamina
Apart from intra- and inter-chromosomal contacts, the
chromatin fiber makes specific contacts with the nuclear
lamina. These Lamin Associated Domains (LADs) are
between 100 kb and 10 Mb in length, have low levels of
gene expression and chromatin signatures of heterochromatin [45,46]. LADs show high interaction with Lamin
B1 and are late replicating, compared to domains with low
Lamin B1 interaction scores [47]. The interaction of
chromatin with the lamina is not static, as single cell
studies have demonstrated the dynamics of these interactions during interphase. While the mobility of individual LADs could be clearly measured, it was also constrained to regions close to the envelope, with very rare
movements into neighboring euchromatin [48]. Their
importance can be seen in cells with a mutated copy of
Lamin A, which is a developmentally regulated constituent of the inner nuclear membrane and co-localises with
Lamin B1 [49]. Individuals with a de novo point mutation
at position 1824 of Lamin A develop the severe Hutchinson-Gilford progeria (premature ageing) syndrome.
The cells are characterised by a near complete loss of
the characteristic A/B compartments in late passage cells,
www.sciencedirect.com
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and a concomitant loss of H3K27me3 marks at repressed
genes [2], as well as defects in DNA double strand repair
[50]. The severity and broad range of disease phenotypes,
which include nuclear shape abnormalities, changes in
gene expression and epigenetic regulation, telomere
shortening, and genome instability, highlight the complex and wide ranging connections between genome
organisation and nuclear functions.

Hi-C analysis and reconstruction of 3D
genome structures
In Hi-C, as in all high-throughput and next-generation
sequencing techniques, carefully conducted experiments are only the first part of the process, with the
subsequent bioinformatic data processing and analysis
often the more time-intensive part. The sequencing
reads need to be mapped to the genome, quality
checked, experimental artifacts removed and experimental biases controlled for [51]. This filtered data then
forms the basis for further analysis such as identification
of significantly increased interactions or TAD calling.
A multitude of software tools have been developed,
which can do one or several steps [52,4]. These tools
use different approaches and are based on different
assumptions, and as a consequence do give differing
results. At the moment, there is no accepted gold-standard suite of analysis tools. It is the responsibility of each
team to judge which approach is best suited to their data
and research question.
Of particular appeal is the reconstruction of the 3D
genome structure. The data which chromosome capture
techniques produce are usually represented as contact
maps, based on the interaction frequencies of the underlying DNA fragments. While these contact maps give
global or local views representing chromatin conformation, they offer only limited insight into overall 3D
organisation. The data presented in such a way comes
only from pairwise interactions, and cannot highlight the
proximity of more than two loci very well. It is thus very
unintuitive to represent genomic neighbourhoods, and to
indicate, for example which two TADs are in close spatial
proximity or which regions are located on the periphery of
territories. Strictly speaking, 3D genome reconstruction is
only possible from single cell Hi-C data. Ensemble Hi-C
experiments are performed on a very large population of
cells, mostly upwards of 106. The contacts from such
experiments are distributed over as many cells, and might
only be present in a subset of them at a given time. Any
consensus structure from ensemble Hi-C is in actual fact a
probabilistic mean, and as such could be the result of
averaging two or more very distinct underlying structures.
Using computational reconstructions from single cell
Hi-C data, it was seen that some chromosomal regions
displayed large conformational differences between cells,
while other features were present in most cells analysed
[12]. This gives a cautionary note about being overly
www.sciencedirect.com

confident when using ensemble Hi-C data to reconstruct
genome structures. At the same time, ensemble Hi-C still
has its place; for once, because it allows higher depth and
resolution. The need for accurate reconstruction methods
is high, as having a 3D model aids understanding of
genome organisation and enables the formulation of
new questions. As a result, new methods are being
introduced or updated on a regular basis, which reconstruct overall 3D genome structures from pairwise interaction data, optimising for either distance or probability
[52,53]. An alternative approach is to embrace the diversity of structures: By modelling chromosomes as polymers
and optimising the simulation parameters until the
ensemble of simulated structures reproduce the same
contact map as the experimentally determined one, an
ensemble of structures is obtained that can be characterised (see centre of Figure 1 for examples). The models
can be validated by introducing experimentally verifiable
modifications [54].

Chromosome dynamics
Chromosome capture techniques, however powerful
they are, capture snapshots of a genome’s conformation
in time. In order to fully understand the mechanisms
that shape genome organisation, it is necessary to get
accurate information about the dynamics of the genome.
To achieve this, most studies have used microscopy to
follow individually labeled gene loci, using either FROS
(Fluorescent Repressor-Operator Systems) or more versatile derivatives thereof [55], to measure, for example,
Mean Square Displacement (MSD) of the chromatin
fiber [56,57]. As yet, there are no genome-wide experimental methods available to determine the mobilities of
all gene loci at once. Our current understanding is
therefore still very limited, and has put a large emphasis
on computational models of genome dynamics. As with
the above mentioned 3D reconstruction approaches,
a number of methods have been developed to address
this question. Computational models have been used
to reproduce experimentally observed contact maps
from the ground up, in higher eukaryotic systems
[54,58,59,60] as well as yeast [38,61–63], and to model
the movement of chromatin-associated proteins [64]. In
some cases this has resulted in being able to confirm
assumptions that seem immediately intuitive [65], such
as that placing protein binding sites at pre-determined
positions leads to defined compaction. At the other end
of the spectrum, computational models that reproduce
experimental data to a high degree suffer from the
requirement of iteratively optimising a large number
of variables (up to 27), from which it is non-trivial to
make the connection to physical properties of the chromatin fiber [66]. Themes that are emerging from these
studies is that there is a functional connection between
epigenetic marks and 3D genome organisation [58],
the mechanistic details of which still remain to be
determined.
Current Opinion in Structural Biology 2017, 42:162–168
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Conclusion and outlook: integrating and
re-evaluating our understanding of the
mechanisms of chromosome folding
The field of genome architecture has made great
advances within its relatively short existence. One reason
is that it has benefitted from next-generation-sequencing
techniques, improved microscopy methods and great
strides in bioinformatics, other data analysis methods
and computational modelling, sometimes performed in
the same lab (Figure 1). None the less, or because of the
use of diverse techniques, this has lead to discrepancies
between different types of results [67,68]. These cases
indicate areas where our understanding is incomplete and
give us the opportunity to re-evaluate the conceptual
models we use to understand how genome organisation
is brought about. An area that is attracting increasing
attention is to include the biophysical properties of chromatin into computational models. It is now evident that
the view of chromatin as a homopolymer is a stark
oversimplification. It misses the vast and diverse multitude of chromatin associated proteins that are in constant
flux, binding and unbinding from DNA. The steady state
concentration of these proteins is hard to determine
accurately, but cannot be discounted when addressing
the question of the behaviour of chromatin dynamics. As
large and quantitative datasets are becoming available
[69], it is upon us in the scientific community to include
this knowledge into computational models, as is starting
to happen [38,60,70]. The resulting insights will significantly improve our understanding of genome dynamics,
and begin to tease out the mechanisms the cell uses to
control genome organisation during the many cellular
processes that are intertwined with it.
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